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💣HighCrimes💣 
 
Damning' facts, proof of 'high crimes' to be highlighted by
Mueller 
 
DOJ tells RSM to limit testimony to his report  
 
DOJ is “taking the position that anything outside the
written pages of the report are things abt which
presidential privilege hasn’t been waived”.
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💣HighCrimes2💣 

 

Epstein with Trump's closest advisers: Wilbur Ross, Giuliani, & Mnunchin 

 

📌DOJ officials have emphasized that they consider ANY EVIDENCE he gathered

throughout the course of his investigation to be “presumptively privileged” and

SHIELDED FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE
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💣HighCrimes3💣 

 

📌HIC spokesperson said the DOJ did produce a subset of underlying docs related to

the SC’s inv’n to their members for review, “although it has FAILED in recent weeks,

despite repeated requests, to produce KEY MATERIALS central to the HIC’s

oversight work.”

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EAH4uhrU0AAJP5i.jpg


💣HighCrimes4💣 

 

Israeli crews demolish Palestinian homes in E Jerusalem 

 

“He’s a born actor. But you know, Brexit is not a play.” EUOs prepare for turbulence

w/ Britain’s expected new leader, Boris Johnson. 

 

Leaked docs reveal Huawei’s secret ops to build NK’s wireless network

💣HighCrimes5💣 

 

Behind the scenes, Trump feared resolution condemning racist message 

 

The Office of the Director of National Intel is creating a new position that will be

dedicated to overseeing & coordinating election security efforts across the broader

intelligence community.
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Knight Foundation invests $50 million into research on tech's impact on democracy 

 

South China Sea: Tensions erupt as Vietnam demands Beijing withdraw oil vessel

from waters 

 

People privy to the intelligence are convinced another electoral attack is coming

💣HighCrimes7💣 

 

Puerto Rico: Ricardo Rosselló clings on as governor but will not run in 2020 

 

China has signed a secret agreement allowing its armed forces to use a Cambodian

navy base near here, as Beijing works to boost its ability to project military power

around the globe
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💣HighCrimes8💣 

 

FBI raids DWP, L.A. City Hall, serving search warrant 

 

Ivanka Trump visits Denver-area Lockheed facility🤔 

 

Lockheed Martin Corp. received a $1.4 billion contract to build the THAAD anti-

missile shield for Saudi Arabia, the Defense Department announced.
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Scientists Find Key to Sending Data Through Music: Van Halen 

 

Trump’s New Favorite Channel Employs Kremlin-Paid Journalist 

 

Former Maldives president pleads not guilty to charges of money laundering 

 

Kenya finance minister Henry Rotich arrested for corruption

💣HighCrimes10💣 

 

Giuliani has hired 2 Soviet-born Florida businessmen — one linked to a Ukrainian

tycoon w/ reputed mafia ties — are key hidden actors behind a plan by Guilani to

investigate the president’s rivals #FARA 

 

Trump National Doral is in the mix to host the G7 in 2020
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Britain's May to make a statement on Wednesday before resigning: spokesman 

 

Army Lets Slip That It's Conducting Secret Operation Around D.C. 

Black Hawk copters working on ‘emerging classified’ mission  

Service asks Congress for an extra $1.55 million for project
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💣HighCrimes12💣 

 

Behind Pence’s Air Force Two cancellation: A drug dealer 

The White House had been mum about the sudden cancellation of a vice presidential

trip to New Hampshire earlier this month. 

 

Iran says it broke up a CIA spy ring, some sentenced to death
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💣HighCrimes13💣 

 

FB vs the feds: The tech giant will have to pay a record fine for violating users’

privacy. Stay tuned:#CounterIntel 

 

The Commerce Dept has reached its apex of dysfunction (infighting& sudden

departures) under Wilbur Ross, who is known to fall asleep in meetings

https://threadreaderapp.com/hashtag/CounterIntel


💣HighCrimes14💣 

 

Microsoft to Pay $25 Million to Settle Foreign Bribery Probe 

 

Trump met with Nunes to talk intel chief replacements 

 

The president's get-together with #Traitor Nunes has fueled more chatter that Dan

Coats may be on his way out.
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Damning' facts, proof of 'high crimes' to be highlighted by Mueller testimony, top

Dems say 

 

The chairmen of the House Judiciary and Intelligence committees discussed former

special counsel Robert Mueller's congressional testimony, set for Wednesday. 

‘Damning’ facts, proof of ‘high crimes’ to be highlighted by Mueller tes…
House Judiciary Chairman Jerrold Nadler and House Intelligence Chairman Adam
Schiff previewed Mueller's upcoming testimony this week.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/nadler-previews-mueller-testimony-says-re…

HIC spokesperson said the DOJ did produce a subset of underlying docs related to

the SC’s inv’n to their members for review, “although it has failed in recent weeks,

despite repeated requests, to produce key materials central to the HIC’s oversight

work.” 

Trump admin. invokes privilege, blocks intel committee from Mueller d…
The Trump administration is invoking executive privilege to block Congress from
Mueller intelligence documents.

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/trump-administration-invokes-privilege-blocks-intel-co…

With Three Simple Answers, Mueller Can Speak Volumes 

For those who have read it, the special counsel’s report speaks for itself.  

 

For those who haven’t, he can speak for it in Congress. 

 

By @neal_katyal 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/nadler-previews-mueller-testimony-says-report-shows-trump-guilty-high-n1032096
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Opinion | With Three Simple Answers, Mueller Can Speak Volumes
For those who have read it, the special counsel’s report speaks for itself. For those
who haven’t, he can speak for it in Congress.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/22/opinion/robert-mueller-testimony-trump.html

DOJ tells Mueller to limit testimony to his report  

 

DOJ officials have emphasized that they consider any evidence he gathered

throughout the course of his investigation to be “presumptively privileged” and

shielded from public disclosure. 

 

ORLY? 

DOJ tells Mueller to limit testimony to his report
The Justice Department argues that anything outside the report is covered by
"presidential privilege" that hasn’t been waived.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/22/justice-mueller-congress-testimony-limit-142…

🏵Mueller Spokesman🏵 

 

Jessica Schneider
@SchneiderCNN

JUST IN. Robert Mueller’s spokesman tells me: Mueller has 
been prepping with a small group from the Special Counsel’s 
office at Wilmer Hale offices. “If you look at him and his career, 
he is someone who comes to the table fully prepared and he’s 
going to be ready Wednesday.”

3,270 7:41 PM - Jul 22, 2019 · Washington, DC

1,050 people are talking about this

35 Questions for Congress to Ask Robert Mueller 
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What Congress Should Ask Robert Mueller When He Testifies
Former FBI (Rangappa), Justice Department and NSC (Geltzer), and Pentagon
(Goodman) officials team up to suggest questions for Mueller.

https://www.justsecurity.org/64137/what-congress-should-ask-robert-mueller-when-he-t…

19 Questions for MuellerAbout His Investigation (GOP) 

🙄🙄🙄 

 

via @NYTimes

19 Questions We Have for Mueller Ahead of His Testimony Before Con…
The special counsel is set to testify before Congress. He says he will discuss only
what is in his report, but even that 448-page document left many lingering
questions.

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/07/22/us/politics/mueller-testimony-question…

The Case of Al Franken 

The Case of Al Franken
Jane Mayer takes a close look at the accusations against the former senator.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/07/29/the-case-of-al-franken

Franken tweet 12/7/17 

 

archive.is/3MMi4 
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Hmmmmmm....@SenSchumer @NancyPelosi @KamalaHarris 
@alfranken ...Stench of Stone’s dirty tricks......and something 
about a bus out of control....

564 6:00 AM - Dec 8, 2017

490 people are talking about this

FBI raids DWP, L.A. City Hall, serving search warrant 

FBI raids at DWP, L.A. City Hall related to fallout from billing debacle
The FBI has conducted a search at the downtown Los Angeles headquarters of the
DWP.

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2019-07-22/fbi-searches-dwp-headquarters-in…

Jeffrey Epstein with Trump's closest advisers: Wilbur Ross, Rudy Giuliani, and Steve

Mnunchin 

 

Is this any surprise?  
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Jeffrey Epstein partied with Trump's closest advisers in 2010
Photos from a 2010 dinner party at the home of David and Julia Koch obtained by
DailyMail.com show Jeffrey Epstein as he chats with guests after a screening of
Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7270735/Jeffrey-Epstein-Trumps-closest-advi…

Puerto Rico: Ricardo Rosselló clings on as governor but will not run in 2020 

Puerto Rico: Ricardo Rosselló clings on as governor but will not run in…

Resignation as party president but not as governor comes after leaked texts led to
10 days of mass protests

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/jul/21/puerto-rico-governor-ricardo-rossello-re…

“He’s a born actor. But you know, Brexit is not a play.” European officials prepare for

turbulence with Britain’s expected new leader, Boris Johnson. 

‘I Don’t Know What He Will Do’: Europe Braces for Brexit With Boris Jo…
Britain’s possible future prime minister both alarmed and charmed his European
counterparts during his rocky tenure as foreign secretary. With the Brexit deadline
looming, they are preparing for turb…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/i-dont-know-what-he-will-do-europe-braces-for-brexit-with…

The Man Behind the Kremlin’s Control of the Russian Media - Alexey Gromov 
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The Man Behind the Kremlin’s Control of the Russian Media - OCCRP
It is widely known that major Russian media outlets — especially television — are
controlled by the government. But who actually manages the Kremlin’s grip? This is
the story of Alexey Gromov, a fo..…

https://www.occrp.org/en/investigations/the-man-behind-the-kremlins-control-of-the-rus…

Microsoft to Pay $25 Million to Settle Foreign Bribery Probe 

Software company reaches joint settlements with the Justice Department and the

Securities and Exchange Commission 

Microsoft to Pay $25 Million to Settle Foreign Bribery Probe
The software company has reached joint settlements with the Justice Department
and the Securities and Exchange Commission.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/microsoft-to-pay-25-million-to-settle-foreign-bribery-probe-…

Netanyahu takes full advantage of his pal Trump’s U.S.-China trade war while Israel,

China & Russia strengthen ties 

The New York/Moscow/Tel Aviv Triangle | Part 1 

Netanyahu takes full advantage of his pal Trump’s U.S.-China
While President Donald Trump has the United States embroiled in a trade war with
China, his pal Israel Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is further jeopardizing
U.S. national security through…

https://medium.com/@bernstein1985/netanyahu-takes-full-advantage-of-his-pal-trump…

Leaked documents reveal Huawei’s secret operations to build North Korea’s wireless

network 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/leaked-documents-reveal-hua…

Leaked documents reveal Huawei’s secret operations to build North Korea’s wireless

network 

 

Full link: 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/leaked-documents-reveal-hua…

China has signed a secret agreement allowing its armed forces to use a Cambodian

navy base near here, as Beijing works to boost its ability to project military power

around the globe 

Deal for Naval Outpost in Cambodia Furthers China’s Quest for Militar…
China has signed a secret agreement allowing its armed forces to use a
Cambodian navy base, as Beijing works to boost its ability to project military power
around the globe, according to U.S. and all…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/secret-deal-for-chinese-naval-outpost-in-cambodia-raises-…

Constant infighting among top officials. Sudden departures of senior staffers without

explanation. A leader who is disengaged and prone to falling asleep in meetings. 

The Commerce Department has reached its apex of dysfunction under Wilbur Ross 

‘It’s a disaster over there’: Commerce reaches new heights of dysfunct…
Under Secretary Wilbur Ross, the department is chaotic and adrift.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/22/wilbur-ross-commerce-department-dysfuncti…
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Facebook vs the feds: The tech giant will have to pay a record fine for violating users’

privacy. But the FTC wanted more. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/07/22/facebook-vs-feds-inside-story…

Ivanka Trump visits Denver-area Lockheed facility 

Ivanka Trump visits Denver-area Lockheed facility
White House adviser Ivanka Trump visited a Lockheed Martin facility in the Denver
area Monday, where she spoke of initiatives to advance interest in science,
technology and math-related degrees.

https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2019/07/22/Ivanka-Trump-visits-Denver-area-Lock…

Behind the scenes, Trump feared resolution condemning racist message 

Behind the scenes, Trump feared resolution condemning racist message
Even when Trump feigns indifference, he hates criticism and fears the implications
of Republican divisions, especially as they relate to him and racism.

http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/behind-the-scenes-trump-feared-resoluti…

Army Lets Slip That It's Conducting Secret Operation Around D.C 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-22/army-lets-slip-that-it-s-

conducting-secret-operation-around-d-c

Lockheed Martin Corp. received a $1.4 billion contract to build the THAAD anti-

missile shield for Saudi Arabia, the Defense Department announced. 
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Lockheed awarded $1.4B contract for Saudi THAAD system
Lockheed Martin received a $1.4 billion contract for support items and construction
of the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense interceptor for Saudi Arabia, which was
part of a $110 billion deal anno…

https://www.upi.com/Defense-News/2019/07/22/Lockheed-awarded-14B-contract-for-S…

‼ 2017‼  

 

Saudis, UAE pledge $100 million to Ivanka Trump-proposed fund 

Saudis, UAE pledge $100 million to Ivanka Trump-proposed fund
Just two days into President Donald Trump debut foreign trip, a member of his
inner-circle has already reaped benefits to the tune of $100 million.

https://www.cnn.com/2017/05/21/politics/saudi-pledge-trump-women/index.html

Iran says it broke up a CIA spy ring, some sentenced to death 

H/T @Thomass4217 

Iran says breaks up CIA spy ring, some sentenced to death
Iran captured 17 spies working for the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and
some have been sentenced to death, Iranian media reported on Monday.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-iran-usa-spies-idUSKCN1UH0JD

What I Would Ask Robert Mueller 

By James Comey 
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What I Would Ask Robert Mueller
If I were a member of Congress with five minutes to question Robert Mueller, I
would ask short questions drawn from the report’s executive summaries.

https://www.lawfareblog.com/what-i-would-ask-robert-mueller

If I Had Five Minutes to Question Robert Mueller 

By Benjamin Wittes 

If I Had Five Minutes to Question Robert Mueller
Developing a coherent line of questions for the former special counsel is hard given
what he will not talk about and the time constraints. Here’s what I would ask him.

https://www.lawfareblog.com/if-i-had-five-minutes-question-robert-mueller

Knight Foundation invests $50 million into research on tech's impact on democracy 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis

Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/paloma/the-technology-202/2019/07…

WEDNESDAY, JULY 24: Open Hearing with Special Counsel Robert Mueller on his

Investigation into Russian Interference in the 2016 Presidential Election. 

House Intelligence Committee
@HouseIntel

WEDNESDAY, JULY 24: Open Hearing with Special Counsel 
Robert Mueller on his Investigation into Russian Interference in 
the 2016 Presidential Election. 
 

 Livestream: youtube.com/watch?v=ru_106…
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🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

USA v Nikulin July 2019 Case Update – Mad Dog PAC 

USA v Nikulin July 2019 Case Update
updated 7/21/2019 see bottom on this entry, it includes a plethora of docket
updates and recent news about additional Extraditions - recently approved by the
Czech Republic Courts   Apologies the or…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/usa-v-nikulin-july-2019-case-update

South China Sea: Tensions erupt as Vietnam demands Beijing withdraw oil vessel

from waters 

South China Sea: Tensions erupt as Vietnam demands Beijing withdra…
SOUTH CHINA SEA tensions have erupted after Vietnam ordered Beijing to
withdraw from the controversial waters.

https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1155686/South-china-sea-latest-world-war-3-ne…

Trump’s New Favorite Channel Employs Kremlin-Paid Journalist 

https://twitter.com/YouTube
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Trump’s New Favorite Channel Employs Kremlin-Paid Journalist
Kristian Rouz appears on segments for One America News Network—ironic given
he is working for a Russian outlet fingered in the 2016 election attack.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/oan-trumps-new-favorite-channel-employs-kremlin-paid…

Two Soviet-born Florida businessmen — one linked to a Ukrainian tycoon with

reputed mafia ties — are key hidden actors behind a plan by U.S. President Donald J.

Trump’s personal attorney to investigate the president’s rivals. 

Meet the Florida Duo Helping Giuliani Investigate for Trump in Ukraine …
Rudy Giuliani, the former New York City mayor now working as U.S. President
Donald Trump’s personal attorney, has taken the search for damaging information
on Trump’s rivals all the way to Ukraine...…

https://www.occrp.org/en/investigations/meet-the-florida-duo-helping-giuliani-dig-dirt-fo…

The Office of the Director of National Intelligence is creating a new position that will

be dedicated to overseeing and coordinating election security efforts across the

broader intelligence community. 

ODNI creates new position dedicated to election security -- FCW
Director of National Intelligence Dan Coats named Shelby Pierson as the first
official who will formally oversee election security efforts for the U.S. intelligence
community.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/oan-trumps-new-favorite-channel-employs-kremlin-paid-journalist
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Scientists Find Key to Sending Data Through Music: Van Halen 

 

H/T @reflectingman 

Scientists Find Key to Sending Data Through Music: Van Halen
They say rock songs could be used to share WiFi passwords or short messages.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/scientists-find-key-to-sending-data-through-music-van-…

Israeli crews demolish Palestinian homes in east Jerusalem 

Israeli crews demolish Palestinian homes in east Jerusalem
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli work crews on Monday began demolishing dozens of
Palestinian homes on the outskirts of an east Jerusalem neighborhood, in one of
the largest operations of its kind in...

https://apnews.com/c29a44a486cd4e0ea31fac19ed9b75cf?utm_medium=AP&utm_so…

People privy to the intelligence are convinced another electoral attack is coming 

 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/07/22/people-privy-intelligence-are-co…

🏵Important🏵 

 

Please donate if you can to this project: 
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Michael Weiss
@michaeldweiss

NEW: “The Lubyanka Files”: @Interpreter_Mag has 11 new KGB 
training manuals, all classified in Russia because they’re still 
used to teach Putin’s spies. We’re raising money to translate and 
‘curate’ them all over the next year. Please donate, share! 
gofundme.com/f/kgb-training…

2,287 8:37 PM - Jul 21, 2019

1,661 people are talking about this

The Lubyanka Files: Textbooks for Putin's Spies
This project, presented by The Interpreter , will explore the history of
Soviet espionage and subversion, as told through never-before-
gofundme.com

Revealed: The Secret KGB Manual for Recruiting Spies 

Revealed: The Secret KGB Manual for Recruiting Spies
The document is from the Cold War. But the material it teaches is still being used
today by Vladimir Putin’s clandestine cadres.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-kgb-papers-how-putin-learned-his-spycraft-part-1

The KGB Playbook for Infiltrating the Middle East 

 

H/T @michaeldweiss  
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The KGB Playbook for Infiltrating the Middle East
In 1988, the Soviet intelligence service, the KGB, looked at its mistakes in the
Middle East, where the CIA often had the upper hand. Putin has worked to change
that.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-kgb-playbook-for-infiltrating-the-middle-east

From Russia’s Secret Espionage Archives: The Art of the Dangle 

 

H/T @michaeldweiss 

From Russia’s Secret Espionage Archives: The Art of the Dangle
An old KGB training manual shows how Western double agents tried to dupe the
Soviet Union during the Cold War. This classic tradecraft can tell us some things
about recent events.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/from-russias-secret-espionage-archives-the-art-of-the-d…

Two Unofficial US Operatives Reporting To Trump’s Lawyer Privately Lobbied A

Foreign Government (Ukraine) In A Bid To Help The President Win In 2020

#WeaponizeNarratives 

 

H/T @ThomasS4217  

Two Unofficial US Operatives Reporting To Trump’s Lawyer Privately L…
Reporting directly to Donald Trump’s personal lawyer, two operators waged a
brazen back-channel campaign that could thrust another foreign country to the
center of the next US election.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/mikesallah/rudy-giuliani-ukraine-trump-parnas-f…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood
@ABeautifulDay
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@ y

It only takes one person to inspire a world of kindness. Based on 
the true story, #ABeautifulDayMovie in theaters this 
Thanksgiving.

112K 1:00 PM - Jul 22, 2019

37.6K people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Awwwww
@AwwwwCats

Passed out cold

39K 10:34 AM - Jul 22, 2019

11K people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 
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Loving nature
@L0vingnature

Elephant breaks sprinkler and turns it into a fountain 

1,594 8:30 PM - Jul 20, 2019

563 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Attractive Nature 
@NatureAttracts

This is how octopuses use camouflage in the wild 

24.5K 1:20 AM - Jul 22, 2019

6,604 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Randy Rainbow
@RandyRainbow

I got big D's 2020 campaign song right here. (Apologies to the 
Jonas Brothers.) 
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19.8K 6:36 PM - Jul 22, 2019
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🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Anticipation anxiety is building, can you feel it?  

 

I am praying it moves the needle & has the desired effect on the public.  

 

With that being said we’ve barely scratched the surface on

TeamTrumpPutinSaudiChinaUAE etc.  

 

Hope something big drops tomorrow. 

 

Rest Up!

Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @Geurtie @eeoij @amys_here
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

July 22, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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